Dear musicians, sound crew and technicians
You must be amped to be having your camp here at Finlay Park! To make your job a bit easier we
have compiled a list for you of what is available here at camp for you......

Meeting Halls
We have three options available
The Big Gym/ Event centre(25 meters by 41 meters).
This is the preferred choice for really big groups like E-camp
E
and ICONZ ( 300 - 1000
people)
a) Hall size is really 25 by 25 meters as the last 15 meters are taken up by the skate
park and climbing wall.
wall Floors are concrete
b) Three
ree phase power supply,
supply 32 Amp
c) Stage Available (10 stage pieces of 1.2
1 h by 1.2w by 2.4m long), lower stage piece
(0.5h by 2.5w
.5w by 5m long)
l
and stairs up to the higher stage
d) Seating; enough for 600 people approximately (mixed seating)
e) Notes: Plenty of space for staging, speakers , Amps and visuals.

The Rec hall (10.6 meters by 23.5 meters)
The preferred choice for youth groups (80 - 250 people).
a) Three phase power
powe available just outside hall, 32 amp
b) Seating available (stored in Big Gym, or the chapel if you are not using that venue)
c) Stage available (same stage as the big gym) or we have a lower smaller stage ( 5
meters by 2.5 meters and 0.5 h stored in the Rec hall)
d) Notes: Still plenty of space but less head room for visuals and lights. Our wooden
beams can be used to hang stuff off but we do not appreciate nails and staples in our
walls. Also smoke machines might set of the smoke alarms. Concrete floors

The Chapel (8.5 meters by 12 meters)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Seating for 100 adults approximately.
Only single phase power
Not suited for a stage
Notes: Carpeted floor, minimal space for a band, little room for visuals and lights but
it is possible. Here also we do not appreciate staples and nails in our walls. No
overhead beams available

Some more notes:
1. Groups have free use of our seating, and staging gear. However your group is responsible for
the set up and the breakdown of our equipment. Most of the equipment is stored in the Big
Gym storage area and needs to be returned to that area and placed in the same way as it
was found. Breakages will be charged to your group
2. Our power supply is sufficient for almost all groups, however if you need more power you will
need to supply your own generators
gen
at your own cost
3. We have an agreement with neighbours to make as little noise as possible after 1030pm and
before 730am.
4. See Map of Finlay Park below

